Stay safe. Stay Secure.

Some documents are safe for you to send to a non-FRTIB email address, others are prohibited. Please review the information below to avoid violating Agency policy.

The SETA Team

You have 2 options:

- Are you looking for an easy New Year’s resolution that will also protect FRTIB? We have just the thing. Commit to reporting suspicious email. Reporting suspicious emails is crucial to protect yourself and others from online threats and contributions to the identification and mitigation of phishing attacks. This blog is an excellent pointer.
- What other resolutions are you looking for? Do you want to reduce your email workload, secure your personal information, and avoid numerus actions? Additionally, reporting phishing emails assists in raising awareness and allows cybersecurity experts to analyze emerging threats, enhancing overall online security measures. According to Proofpoint’s 2023 State of the Phish report, FRTIB is below the government industry average in regard to click rates but there is definitely room for improvement in our reporting!

To report a suspicious email:

- Forward the email to ReportPhishing@frtib.gov.
- Use the Report Message tool on the billion to Outlook.

For additional information, visit Security Education, Training, and Awareness (SETA) site on the FRTIB Town Center under Offices>OTS>IT Security Management Division>Security Education, Training, and Awareness (SETA).}
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Report:

The SETA Team